
FORMATS FOR CANDIDATE DEBATES 
 

There are several possible formats for candidate debates.  Three are outlined below.  All debate 
formats should allow equal time and be fair to all candidates: 
 

1. Opening statements by all candidates with the order of speaking determined by lots.  
Questions from the audience.  Closing statements in reverse order from opening 
statements.  The audience can ask questions in person or questions can be written on 
cards distributed when audience members enter the debate area.  Written questions can be 
given directly to the moderator or League members can screen the questions to avoid 
embarrassing, non-answerable or duplicative questions.  This procedure allows all who 
wish to ask questions to do so without risking disruption.  It has the added advantage to 
the moderator of having questions in hand to repeat accurately, if necessary. 

2. A second format involves having a media panel (newspaper, radio, TV reporters) ask the 
questions.  All candidates have the opportunity to answer all questions and the panel is 
usually limited to no more than four.  Open statements can be omitted with this format 
but closing statements should be included. 

3. The "Cumulative Time Debate Format" is a third debate format that promotes 
interchange between candidates, allows them to hold each other accountable and keeps 
voter interest while enabling them to see the differences among the candidates.  Each 
round of questioning is initiated by the moderator.  The same question is addressed to 
each candidate before debate between/among the candidates is invited.  Candidates take 
turns being the first to answer a question. 

 
The candidates are timed by their own timekeeper and cumulative time is kept for each.  All 
timekeepers hold up signs indicating the amount of time used by each candidate.  The moderator 
and the candidates see how their time usage compares, and can self-moderate to balance 
significant discrepancies.  The candidates who are behind can avail themselves of the 
opportunity to use more time.  This format encourages a candidate to respond briefly on a topic 
deemed to be less important or on which there is no disagreement and to use more time to 
discuss more fully issues considered more important. 
 
Candidates are encouraged to debate and hold each other to account rather than having this role 
assumed by the moderator.  The moderator simply reminds the candidates of the clock and 
moves to another question when the topic appears exhausted.  Candidates are not allowed to 
"save up" time during the questioning to make a speech at the end.  A two minute closing 
statement may be permitted under this format. 
 


